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Abstrat. - The Barnes slave boson approah to the U = ∞ single impurity Anderson model
extended by a non-loal Coulomb interation is revisited. We demonstrate rst that the radial
gauge representation failitates the treatment of suh a non-loal interation by performing the
exat evaluation of the path integrals representing the partition funtion, the impurity hole density
and the impurity hole density autoorrelation funtion for a two-site luster. The free energy is
also obtained on the same footing. Next, the exat results are ompared to their approximations
at saddle-point level, and it is shown that the saddle point evaluation reovers the exat answer
in the limit of strong non-loal Coulomb interation, while the agreement between both shemes
remains satisfatory in a large parameter range.
Introdution.  The amazing properties of transi-
tion metal oxides invite to onsider a broad range of ele-
troni appliations. They also pose hallenges to their ex-
planation beause ertain properties annot be addressed
in a weak oupling sheme [1, 2℄. Suh properties in-
lude, for example, high temperature superondutivity,
thermoeletriity in layered obalt oxides, and olossal
magnetoresistane in manganites. A promising theoret-
ial framework for the eluidation of these phenomena is
provided by Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) approahes
where the path integral representation of the orrespond-
ing models is handled on the level of a resummation of the
orresponding Ising variables. Suh simulations are su-
essful in a limited parameter range only, exluding the
strong oupling regime as reently disussed by Troyer
and Wiese [3℄, while the inlusion of non-loal intera-
tion terms is problemati. Another tool for the study of
suh problems is dynamial mean-eld theory (DMFT)
where one maps the investigated Hubbard-type model on
a single impurity Anderson model (SIAM) embedded in
a self-onsistent bath [46℄. Although this was very su-
essful for the study of the Mott transition, lattie eets
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are largely ignored in this approah. Current develop-
ment points towards replaing the impurity by a lus-
ter, again embedded in a self-onsistent bath, as reently
investigated in refs. [7, 8℄. Sine DMFT was developed
for handling the onsite Coulomb interation, long-ranged
eletron-eletron interation presents an additional hal-
lenge.
One alternative tool that an be applied to both im-
purity and lattie models is provided by the slave boson
approah, whih was pioneered by Barnes [9, 10℄ for the
SIAM, and later on extended to the Hubbard model by
Kotliar and Rukenstein [11℄. More reently the mean-
eld approah has been applied to a large variety of prob-
lems [1216℄. Even though suh alulations an be sys-
tematially improved by means of a (partial) resummation
of the loop expansion, few utuation alulations were
eetively arried out [1719℄. This originates from the
ontroversy on the implementation of the gauge symme-
try [17, 20, 21℄, and other tehnial diulties [22℄. Nev-
ertheless, using the Barnes slave boson approah in the
radial gauge representation [23℄, the full resummation of
the world lines was reently performed [24℄, and it was
shown that the loal density autoorrelation funtion, rep-
resented as a path integral, an be evaluated exatly for a
p-1
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small luster. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that
the saddle-point amplitude of the slave boson eld is not
related to a Bose ondensate. In this ontext, it is worth
noting that one of the few analytial results obtained in
the eld of strongly orrelated eletron systems has been
derived in this framework: for the U =∞ Hubbard model
and any bipartite lattie, the paramagneti and fully po-
larised ferromagneti ground states are degenerate at dop-
ing 1/3 [25℄. Though obtained on the Gutzwiller level, this
result is in exellent agreement with subsequent areful
numerial simulations [26℄.
The purpose of the present work is two-fold: rst, we
show that the exat evaluation of the path integrals rep-
resenting expetation values and orrelation funtions an
also be performed when a non-loal Coulomb interation
is inluded. Seond, for the onsidered model, we derive
and ompare mean-eld to exat results to gain further
insight into the validity of the saddle-point approximation
of the slave boson formalism.
Interating two-site luster. 
Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian of the interating two-
site luster an be written as:
H =
∑
σ
(
c†σǫccσ + d
†
σǫddσ
)
+ U
∏
σ=↑,↓
d†σdσ
+ V
∑
σ
(
c†σdσ + h.c.
)
+ Indnc, (1)
where U is the on-site repulsion, whih is hereafter taken
as innite. The operators c†σ (cσ) and d
†
σ (dσ) desribe the
reation (annihilation) of the band eletrons and impu-
rity eletrons respetively, with spin projetion σ. The
band and impurity energy levels are denoted by ǫc and
ǫd, while V represents the hybridisation energy. The last
term of eq. (1), HI ≡ Indnc, where nd =
∑
σ d
†
σdσ and nc
is the density at the band site, represents the sreened
Coulomb interation felt by an eletron at the band site
aused by an eletron on the impurity.
Diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian of the two-site lus-
ter, eq. (1), is straightforward, and all physial quanti-
ties of interest an be derived analytially [27℄. Still, this
model represents the simplest ase where all terms in the
Hamiltonian (1) play a signiant role, justifying its in-
vestigation. A funtional integral representation, whih is
appealing for its lak of spurious Bose ondensation, is the
slave boson representation in the radial gauge [23℄, based
on the original representation by Barnes [9℄. In the radial
gauge, the path integral representation for slave bosons
is dened on a disretised time mesh and the phase of
the bosoni eld is integrated out from the outset so that
the underlying U(1) gauge symmetry [28℄ is fully imple-
mented. Aordingly, the original eld dσ is represented
as:
dn,σ =
√
xn+1fn,σ, d
†
n,σ =
√
xnf
†
n,σ, (2)
where xn and xn+1 are the slave boson eld amplitudes at
time steps n and n + 1, and fn,σ the auxiliary fermion
elds. The shift of one time step in the relation for
dn,σ is neessary to obtain a meaningful representation,
as demonstrated in the ase of the atomi limit [23℄. This
is the only non-trivial remainder of the normal order pro-
edure.
Ation. In order to implement the non-loal Coulomb
interation in the Barnes slave boson approah (in the ra-
dial gauge), we rst reast the orresponding ontribution
to the ation as:
SI = I
∑
σ
N∑
n=1
δ c†n,σcn−1,σ(1− xn). (3)
Here n denotes the time steps, δ ≡ β/N , with β = 1/kBT
and N the number of time steps. In this form the above
term is bilinear in the fermioni elds. As a result, the
ation S of the two-site luster system may be written as
the sum of a fermioni part, Sf , whih is bilinear in the
fermioni elds, and a bosoni part, Sb, with
Sf ≡
∑
σ
Sf,σ =
∑
σ
∑
n
[
c†n,σ(cn,σ − Λncn−1,σ)
+f †n,σ(fn,σ − Lnfn−1,σ)
+V δ
√
xn(c
†
n,σfn−1,σ + f
†
n,σcn−1,σ)
]
,
Sb =
∑
n
[iδλn(xn − 1)] (4)
where Λn = e
−δ(ǫc−µ+I(1−xn)) ≡ Lce−δI(1−xn), Ln =
e−δ(ǫd−µ+iλn) ≡ Ld e−iδλn , and λn is the time-dependent
onstraint eld. Here, the physial eletron reation (an-
nihilation) operator is represented using eq. (2). Note
that the non-loal interation term is inorporated into
the loal potential term of the c-eld, whih beomes time-
dependent. Besides, Sf (Sf,σ) is bilinear in the fermioni
elds, and the orresponding matrix of the oeients
will be denoted as [S] ([Sσ]). The above form annot
be obtained by transformations of the onventional inte-
gral in the Cartesian gauge without invoking assumptions.
Therefore, the above treatment is spei to radial slave
bosons for whih phase variables are entirely absent [23℄.
Aordingly, there is no U(1) symmetry breaking assoi-
ated to a saddle-point approximation.
Partition funtion and free energy. The path inte-
gral representation of the partition funtion of the two-site
luster [23℄ may be formulated equivalently as the proje-
tion of the determinant of a fermioni matrix:
Z = lim
N→∞
ǫ→0+
(
N∏
n=1
∫ ∏
σ
D[fn,σ, f
†
n,σ]D[cn,σ, c
†
n,σ] ×
∫ ∞
−∞
δdλn
2π
∫ ∞
−ǫ
dxn
)
e−S
= lim
N→∞
ǫ→0+
P1 . . .PN det [S] , (5)
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where det [S] is the determinant of the matrix representa-
tion of the ation S, eq. (4), in the basis {cn,σ, fn,σ}. The
operator Pn is dened as:
Pn =
∫ +∞
−∞
δ
dλn
2π
∫ +∞
−ǫ
dxn e
−δ[iλn(xn−1)], (6)
for all n, and ats as a projetor from the enlarged Fok
spae spanned by the auxiliary elds down to the phys-
ial spae. The ation of these projetors on the various
ontributions resulting from det [S] are given expliitly in
table 1. Alternative expressions of the projetors Pn ex-
ist [23, 24℄. However the properties given in table 1 are
independent of the partiular form of Pn. No further prop-
erties of Pn are needed for our purpose.
In the absene of nearest-neighbour interation, the al-
ulation of the partition funtion was performed for the
spinless and spin 1/2 systems in ref. [24℄. It builds on the
rewriting of the fermioni determinant into a onvenient
diagonal-in-time form, whih, if we inlude the nearest-
neighbour interation and rst fous on the spinless ase,
reads:
det [Sσ] = Tr
∏
n
[KI,n] , (7)
where,
[KI,n] =


1
Λn δV
√
xn
δV
√
xn Ln
ΛnLn

 . (8)
This expression follows from reursion relations that are
established when determining the fermioni determinant.
We thus obtain the partition funtion as
Z0 = lim
N→∞
W→∞
P1 . . .PN Tr
N∏
n=1
[KI,n] . (9)
Sine the time steps are now deoupled, Z0 an be expli-
itly evaluated using the properties listed in table 1.
Remarkably, the extension to spin 1/2 is straightfor-
ward: the partition funtion is also given by eq. (9), under
the replaement of the matrix [KI,n] by [KI,n] ⊗ [KI,n],
where these two fators follow from the two spin pro-
jetions. Aordingly, the dimension of the Fok spae
inreases from four to sixteen. It eetively redues to
twelve in the U = ∞ limit. Higher spins an be handled
in a similar fashion.
As an example let us onsider the two-eletron ase,
where all interation terms are relevant. Using the results
of table 1 we obtain
[kI ] ≡ Pn([KI,n]⊗ [KI,n]) = (10)

L2c LcδV LcδV
LcδV LcLde
−δI 0
LcδV 0 LcLde
−δI
LcLde
−δI
LcLde
−δI


When diagonalising [kI ] we obtain a three-fold degenerate
eigenvalue λ(t) orresponding to the triplet states, and two
eigenvalues λ
(s)
± orresponding to the singlet states. The
latter two read:
λ
(s)
± =
Lc
2
[
Lc + Lde
−δI ±
√
(Lc − Lde−δI)2 + 8 (δV )2
]
(11)
Then, with ∆ ≡ ǫc − ǫd, straightforward manipulations
yield the orret free energy at zero temperature as:
F =
1
2
(
3ǫc + ǫd + I −
√
(∆− I)2 + 8V 2
)
. (12)
Impurity hole density and autoorrelation fun-
tion.  Let us now determine the expetation value of
the amplitude of the slave boson eld at time step m,
〈xm〉. A rst guess for 〈xm〉 would be 〈xm〉 = 0, invok-
ing Elitzur's theorem [29℄. However, one should remem-
ber that in our approah the phase of the boson has been
gauged away from the outset, and therefore the phase u-
tuations, that suppress 〈xm〉 to zero, are absent. Instead,
〈xm〉 does represent the hole density on the impurity site
1−nd(mδ) in the introdued path integral formalism. The
impurity hole density is given by:
Z〈xm〉 = lim
N→∞
ǫ→0+
P1 . . .PN (det [S] xm) (13)
= lim
N→∞
ǫ→0+
P1 . . .PN
(
xmTr
N∏
n=1
[KI,n]⊗ [KI,n]
)
.
In addition to the matrix [kI ], we dene the hole-weighted
matrix [KI,X ] ≡ Pn(xn [KI,n] ⊗ [KI,n]) for all n so that
eq. (13) beomes:
Z〈xm〉 = lim
N→∞
Tr
(
[KI,X ] [kI ]N−1
)
. (14)
In the limit δ → 0, the matrix [KI,X ] redues to the rep-
resentation of the hole density operator in Fok spae as
one would write it in the Hamiltonian language:
[KI,X ]i,j = δi,1δj,1. (15)
At this stage the impurity hole density an be determined
using eqs. (14) and (15) and we nd:
〈xm〉 = 〈x〉 = 8V
2(
∆− I +
√
(∆− I)2 + 8V 2
)2
+ 8V 2
.
(16)
Note that 〈x〉 vanishes for ∆ → ∞, but this suppression
does not result from phase utuations. For I → ∞ and
nite ∆, the orret limit 〈x〉 → 1 is approahed.
Table 1: Ation of projetors Pn on a fator F . Here q is real
positive.
F xqn eiδλn Lnxn L2n Λqn ΛnLn Λnxn
Pn · F 1 1 0 0 Lqc LcLde−δI Lc
p-3
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Fig. 1: Hole oupation 〈x〉 as funtion of ǫc − ǫd = ∆, in units of V , for various values of the interation strength I . (a)
mean-eld result, and (b) exat result.
In this framework the alulation of the hole density
autoorrelation funtion an be arried out in a similar
fashion, with the result:
Z〈x1xm〉 = lim
N→∞
Tr
(
[kI ]
N−m
[KI,X ] [kI ]m−2 [KI,X ]
)
.
(17)
Introduing the eigenvalues λ
(s)
± and eigenvetors of [kI ],
eq. (10) and eq. (11), the evaluation is straightforward as
only the rst omponent of the two eigenvetors in the
singlet subspae ontributes to eq. (17). They are given
by:
α± =
8V 2
8V 2 +
(
∆− I ±
√
(∆− I)2 + 8V 2
)2 . (18)
The alulation yields:
Z〈x1xm〉 = α4+λN−2+ + α4−λN−2− (19)
+ (α+α−)
2 [
λN−m+ λ
m−2
− + λ
N−m
− λ
m−2
+
]
.
In this form we learly reognise the standard expres-
sion of a orrelation funtion: the matrix elements of
the hole density operator in the basis of the eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian are represented by α±, the Boltz-
mann weights by λN±/Z, and the dynamial fators by
(λ±/λ∓)
m
. Note that we obtain the full orrelation fun-
tion, inluding stati terms. In the zero-temperature limit,
using limN→∞ λ
−2
± = 1, the hole density autoorrelation
funtion nally reads:
〈x1xm〉 = 〈x〉2+(α+α−)2
[(
λ−
λ+
)m
+
(
λ−
λ+
)N−m]
(20)
where the stati term has been reshaped using eq. (16).
The orrelation funtion may be ast into an exponential
form for suiently large m and N −m.
Comparison of saddle-point approximation and
exat slave boson evaluation.  The slave boson
saddle-point approximation to the Hubbard model has
been used in a variety of ases [1216,25℄, and we further
test it in the framework of the single impurity Anderson
model with non-loal Coulomb interation.
Slave boson saddle-point results. On the saddle-point
approximation level, we obtain the grand potential as:
ΩMF = −T
∑
ρ,σ
ln
(
1 + e−βEρ,σ
)− λ0(1− x) , (21)
where x and λ0 represent the saddle-point approximation
of the orresponding elds. The two eigenvalues of the
fermioni matrix read:
Eρ,σ =
1
2
(ǫc + I(1− x) + ǫd + λ0 − 2µ (22)
+ρ
√
(ǫd + λ0 − ǫc − I(1− x))2 + 4xV 2
)
,
and ρ = ±1. If one now again fouses on the two-eletron
ase, λ0 an be expressed in terms of ∆, I, and x as
λ0 = ∆+ I(1− x) + 2xV
√
x
1− x2 (23)
where x satises
2V (1− 3x2) =
√
x(1− x2) (∆− 2Ix) . (24)
p-4
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Fig. 2: Site normalised free energy F ′ ≡ (F −ǫc−ǫd)/2 as a funtion of ǫc−ǫd, in units of V , for various values of the interation
strength I . (a) mean-eld result, and (b) exat result.
There are two limits in whih the solution of this equation
takes a simple form. First, for I ≫ V and ∆ = 0 we
obtain
x = 1− 2
(
V
I
)2
+O
((
V
I
)4)
(25)
and seond, for I → 0 and ∆≫ V , the solution reads:
x =
(
2V
∆
)2
+O
((
V
∆
)4)
. (26)
If one now ompares the above results to eq. (16) one
realises that eq. (25) represents the exat result, while
eq. (26) diers from it by a fator 2. We thus have identi-
ed another regime where the slave boson mean-eld ap-
proah yields an (at least partly) exat answer.
In the intermediate regime of the interation strength
I, the solution of eq. (24) is shown in g. 1(a). For de-
reasing I, the hole oupation on the impurity dereases
rapidly, espeially for small ∆. In ontrast, for large ∆,
I plays a lesser role as an be read from eq. (24), and
all urves rapidly merge in the result given by eq. (26).
This reprodues the trends exhibited by the exat solu-
tion shown in g. 1(b). Strikingly, the agreement between
the approximate and exat solutions is already exellent
for I = 2V and ∆ = 0, and improves for inreasing I.
However, substantial disrepanies are found for dereas-
ing I or inreasing ∆.
In order to further investigate the quality of the mean-
eld solution we turn now to the free energy. It reads:
FMF = ǫc + ǫd + λ0x+ I(1− x) − 2V
√
x
1− x2 . (27)
For large I and ∆ = 0, where the mean-eld approah
produed the exat answer for 〈x〉, we obtain from the
mean-eld solutions eq. (23) and eq. (25):
FMF = 2ǫd − 2V
(
V
I
)3
+ VO
((
V
I
)5)
. (28)
Surprisingly, this does not aount for the orret depen-
dene on V/I, whih is given by:
Fexact = 2ǫd − 2I
(
V
I
)2
+ IO
((
V
I
)4)
. (29)
In this ase, while the saddle-point approximation to 〈x〉
yields the exat result, this is not valid for the free energy.
If we now turn to the ase ∆ − I ≫ V the free energy
reads:
FMF = ǫc + ǫd + I +O
(
V 3
∆2
)
(30)
as the orretions of order O (V∆) vanish. In this regime,
expanding the exat result eq. (12) to leading order in
V/(∆− I), yields
Fexact = ǫc + ǫd + I − 2V
2
∆− I +O
(
V 4
(∆− I)3
)
. (31)
Therefore, the mean-eld result orretly reprodues the
large ∆ limit, but fails at leading order in V/∆.
Between these two regimes one observes in g. 2(a) that
the mean-eld free energy inreases monotonially with ∆
and I, rapidly saturating to its ∆→∞ value. The lak of
a O
(
V 2
∆
)
orretion is learly visible when omparing to
p-5
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the exat solution shown in g. 2(b). While the disrep-
anies are rather moderate for ∆ = 0 and large I/V , and
for ∆→∞, they inrease in the intermediate regime.
Conlusion.  In this work we applied the slave
boson path integral formalism to an Anderson impurity
model extended with a non-loal Coulomb interation.
In general, the non-loal terms of the Hamiltonian make
the diret evaluation of the funtional integrals impossi-
ble. We have demonstrated here the distint advantage
of using the radial gauge representation for the slave bo-
son to address suh a problem: i/ non-loal Coulomb in-
teration terms an easily be inorporated into the al-
ulation of the path integrals owing to the fat that the
orresponding ontribution to the ation is bilinear in the
fermioni elds, and ii/ when the band onsists of a few
sites only, a variety of quantities in the path integral for-
malism an be exatly alulated. For the simple two-site
ase, we determined the partition funtion from whih the
free energy was immediately derived. We also evaluated
exatly the loal hole density and hole density autoorre-
lation funtion. The former, expressed as 〈x〉, is generi-
ally nite, and is not related to the Bose ondensation
of the Barnes slave boson. Therefore, its evaluation on
the saddle-point level is meaningful. When ompared, the
expetation value and its saddle-point approximation o-
inide in the regime I ≫ V and ∆ = 0. Moreover, the
mean-eld free energy oinides with its exat evaluation
in that ase, while it only aptures the orret limit for
∆ → ∞. It seems unlikely that inreasing the number
of sites is going to signiantly aet the quality of the
saddle-point approximation, though this needs to be veri-
ed rigorously. Work along this line is in progress.
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